ABSTRACT. We give a highly homogeneous representation for the free product of two nontrivial countable lattice-ordered groups and obtain, as a consequence of the method, that the free product of nontrivial lattice-ordered groups is directly indecomposable and has trivial center.
Introduction.
The free lattice-ordered group on a countably infinite set of generators was shown to be isomorphic to a doubly transitive sublattice subgroup of the lattice-ordered group of all order-preserving permutations of the rational line (see [1 or 2, Theorem 6.7, and 9] ). The proof is easily extended to give a faithful doubly transitive representation for the free lattice-ordered group on any infinite set of generators. More recently, Kopytov [6] and, independently, McCleary [9] proved by a far more subtle technique that the free lattice-ordered group on at least two generators possesses a faithful doubly transitive representation (on the rational line if the number of generators is finite or countable). The ideas were further extended in [3] to prove:
1. If G is any lattice-ordered group and F is a free lattice-ordered group on an infinite set of generators of cardinality at least \G\, then the free product (in the category of lattice-ordered groups) of G and F has a faithful doubly transitive representation on some ordered field of cardinality \F\.
2. If G is any countable lattice-ordered group and F is a free lattice-ordered group on a finite number (> 1) of generators, then the free product (in the category of lattice-ordered groups) of G and F has a faithful doubly transitive representation on the rational line.
Although the proof of 2 is the more delicate, the purpose of this note is to extend it. (In contrast, I have been unable to extend the proof of 1.) Specifically, THEOREM. The free product (in the category of lattice-ordered groups) of any two nontrivial countable lattice-ordered groups has a faithful doubly transitive representation on the rational line. Now doubly transitive sublattice subgroups of the lattice-ordered group of all order-preserving permutations of the rational line have trivial center [2, Lemma 1.6.8] and are directly indecomposable (in the category of lattice-ordered groups) [11, Lemma 2]-indeed, in the category of groups [4] . Hence COROLLARY 1. The free product (in the category of lattice-ordered groups) of any two nontrivial countable lattice-ordered groups has trivial center and is directly indecomposable (in this category).
The proof of the theorem, although it does not yield a faithful doubly transitive representation of the free product of arbitrary nontrivial lattice-ordered groups, is adaptable to show: COROLLARY 1'. The free product (in the category of lattice-ordered groups) of any family of nontrivial lattice-ordered groups has trivial center and is directly indecomposable (in this category or the category of groups).
CAUTION. Corollary 1' does not follow immediately from Corollary 1. Indeed, we would like to know if:
Whenever Go and Hq are (finitely generated) sublattice subgroups of the latticeordered groups G and H respectively, is the sublattice subgroup of the free product (in the category of lattice-ordered groups) of G and H generated by Go U i/o isomorphic to the free product (in this category) of Go and HqI Powell and Tsinakis [12] proved the direct indecomposability of free products of nontrivial Abelian lattice-ordered groups (in the category of Abelian lattice-ordered groups) and of nontrivial finitely generated lattice-ordered groups belonging to any proper subvariety of lattice-ordered groups (the free product being taken in the variety) [13, Corollary 8.7] , but leave open the general problem for free products in the variety of all lattice-ordered groups [13, Problem 10.9] . Corollary 1' therefore answers their question for the variety of all lattice-ordered groups.
In any doubly transitive sublattice subgroup of the lattice-ordered group of all order-preserving permutations of a totally ordered set, there is a countable (infinite) pairwise disjoint set. Thus COROLLARY 2. The free product (in the category of lattice-ordered groups) of any two nontrivial countable lattice-ordered groups contains a countable set of pairwise disjoint elements.
This partially answers [13, Problem 10.7] .
Any nontrivial lattice-ordered group which has a faithful doubly transitive representation generates the variety of all lattice-ordered groups (see [2, p. 247] ). Hence COROLLARY 3. The free product (in the category of lattice-ordered groups) of any two nontrivial countable lattice-ordered groups generates the variety of all lattice-ordered groups.
This improves Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1.1 of [7] . Again the proof cf Corollary 1' extends the result to an arbitrary family of nontrivial lattice-ordered groups so that the word "countable" can be omitted from the statement of Corollary 3. CAUTION. If G and H are arbitrary lattice-ordered groups, then
holds in the free product (in the category of lattice-ordered groups) of G and H for any g e G and h e H, where [a, b] = a~1b~1ab; so if G is not totally ordered and g e G with g ^ e and g ^ e, the subgroup of this free product generated by G U H is not the group free product of G and H (see [5] ).
Background.
We recall some definitions and facts from [2] . A group that is also a lattice which satisfies the identities x(y V z)t -xyt V xzt and x(y A z)t = xyt A xzt is said to be a lattice-ordered group. Lattice-ordered groups are torsion-free (xm = e ->x = e if m is a positive integer and e denotes the identity element) distributive lattices (x A (y V z) = (x A y) V (x A z)) (see [2, Lemmas 1.11.1 and 1.11.2]). Thus every lattice-ordered group expression w(x) can be rewritten in the form \/z /\ wij, where i and j range over finite index sets and Wij are just group expressions, say wtJ = x^o • • ■ Xijk with xl3o = e and each x¿jn a generator, the inverse of a generator, or e. The set {xíjq ■ ■ ■ X{jn : 0 < n < k, i e I, j e J} is called the set of initial subwords of w.
Let R denote the real line and OCR with the inherited order. We write A(fl) for the lattice-ordered group of all order-preserving permutations of (fi, <) where [8] . It will follow from the proof of the theorem that the representation is pathological and, consequently, free products of nontrivial lattice-ordered groups are never completely distributive.
For any terms and background that I have unwittingly omitted, see [2] . Embed G * H in j4(A") by (f>n, say (n e lo). Clearly we may assume that for some an e A" with 2n < an < 2n + 1, It follows that T must be order-isomorphic to the rational line, which proves the theorem. D Observe that iï e ^ w e G * H, then as w,w2, w3,... are all distinct, X = {n e ui: wn = wm for some 0 < m G w} is cofinal in oj. For each n G X, ctn(u>nip) -ctn(wntp) t¿ an, whence an(wtp) ^ an for each n e X. Consequently the support of w is not bounded above in T; that is, (G * H)tp is pathological. (Aliter: In the enumeration of G * H, repeat each word infinitely often.) 4. The general case; Proof of Corollary 1'. Clearly it is enough to prove Corollary 1' for the free product of two nontrivial lattice-ordered groups, say G and H. Let {G¿: i G /} and {H3■: j e J} enumerate all the nontrivial countable (or just finitely generated) sublattice subgroups of G and H respectively and totally order I x J. Let {wnlJ■: n -1,2,3,...} enumerate the nonidentity elements of the sublattice subgroup of G * H generated by G¿ U Hj (i e I, j G J). There is a totally ordered field fi containing isomorphic subintervals f2^ (with ili1j1 < ^i2j2 if (ii,ji) < (í2,Í2) in the total order on Ix J) such that G*H can be embedded in the lattice-ordered group A(flij) = Aut((fiy, <)) for each (i,j) e I x J. As above, for each (i, j) G Ix J, we can find bounded intervals fimj of fi¿j with Qhj < Q^ij < •■■ and points aniJ G Vlni] such that ani]wnij ¿ antJ and if wnij = \fm /\k wkmni] with Wkmni3 group words, then anijUkmnij e Onij for all initial subwords Ukmnij of Wkmnij-Indeed, just as in the previous section, we can map G and H into A(VllJ) so that the extension M3 to G * H gives (G * H)Mj doubly transitive on the orbit Aij of otij and wniJcpij / e for n = 1,2,3,..., for each (i,j) e I x J; moreover, anij e Aij (n = 1,2,..., (i,j) e I x J). Since each w e (G * H)\{e) belongs to the sublattice subgroup generated by G¿ U Hj for some i el and j G J, we obtain an embedding of G * H into A(A), where A = (Ji^ : (*»i) e I x J} with the inherited linear ordering. Now iî G * H = A x B with A and B nontrivial, let e ^ a e A and e ^ b e B.
Let i e I and j G J be such that a and 6 belong to the sublattice subgroup of G * H generated by G¿ U Hj. By the construction, afaj / e?í &&>• But (G * H)4>ij -A<pij x Bcpij. Since (G * H)Mj is doubly transitive on A¿j, this is impossible (see [4] Many of the results on free lattice-ordered groups to be found in [10] hold for free products of countable lattice-ordered groups by the same methods (only the doubly transitive representation is required). Rather than bore the reader, we refer him to [10, Corollaries 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 , and 9, Proposition 13 and, if G and H have strong order units (e.g., if they are finitely generated), Lemma 14(a), Theorem 15, and Corollary 16] for statements and proofs.
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